KR3: Jungle Tour Hot Spring Emerald Pool
(Full Day)
Destination Krabi

Duration Full Day 8Hours

Tour Description
In the south of Krabi province in Klong Thom district (around 70km from town and near
the Khao Phra Bang Khram Nature Reserve), are nature’s own hot-tub jacuzzis, known
locally as (nam tok rawn in Thai). The water here comes from thermal springs, originating deep underground in volcanic chambers. Located in the jungle, this site features
naturally hollowed-out ‘bathtubs’ in the smooth stone, ﬁlled to the brim with fresh
running spring water at a pleasant 35-42C. After a soak, take a refreshing dip in the cool
river below.

Schedule & Trip
07.50-08.30 am Pick up from hotel and transfer to Klong Thom.
09.00 am Arrive at Klong Thom. (About 1 hour)
10.00 am Take you to the hot waterfall Unseen in Thailand Spa of nature We invite you
to warm the stream of mineral water. Geothermal ﬂows through limestone cascades.
The temperature is about 42 degrees, which is suitable for healthy soaking (to get the
best results with health, soaking for about 15 minutes).
12.00 pm Lunch time
12:30 pm Take a walk on the nature trail. Rainforest in the lowlands of Thailand. Is the
place There are birds with black belly. Birds once lost in this world. But here are just a
few. Emerald Pool Unseen in Thailand Emerald Pool The center of the jungle is like a
natural swimming pool.
14:30 pm Arrive at Wat Tham Tue, the main temple of Krabi. You see the millennium. In
the Kiri Wong Valley If you are lucky, you may wish to pay homage to the great monk
Muan, the famous monk of this temple. It is a respect of Buddhists around the world.
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